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Abstract
We describe signatures for WIMP annihilation in the gamma ray sky which can
be observed by the GLAST mission, scheduled for launch in 2007. We review the
search regions, which range from galactic substructure in the Milky Way all the way
out to cosmological sources.
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1 Introduction
Detection of WIMPs by direct or indirect means is challenging, to say the least.
Direct detection depends upon the local density of WIMP particles, whereas
indirect detection depends upon the density (squared) of WIMP particles in
regions of the galaxy or beyond. Indirect detection also depends upon WIMPs
being either Majorana particles or a mixture of roughly equal numbers of
WIMPs and anti-WIMPs. It is not uncommon for particle physics motivated
candidates for WIMPs, such as the SUSY neutralino (1; 2), to be Majorana
particles, so this is not an unreasonable assumption.
Direct detection, based upon WIMP-nucleon elastic scattering, is the focus
of much of the WIMP search effort, and is covered at great length by other
experimentalists at this conference. Indirect detection experiments are a mot-
ley crew, with signatures highly dependent upon the dark matter distribution
and particle type/detector. Indirect experiments can be categorized by particle
type which include neutrinos, anti-matter, and gamma-rays (3). Here we focus
on the GLAST detector and how other experiments may relate to GLAST in
terms of the WIMP annihilation search program.
The GLAST Large Area Telescope (LAT) (4) consists of a tracking detector,
calorimeter, and anti-coincidence detector. The tracking detector is composed
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of 36 layers of tungsten and silicon strip detectors, and serves as the target for
converting the gamma rays as well as measuring the tracks of the conversion
electron-positron pair. The calorimeter is composed of 8 layers of stacked Ce-
sium Iodide crystal logs readout with PIN photodiodes at both ends of each
log. The anti-coincidence detector is composed of overlapping plastic scintil-
lator tiles readout with PMTs via wavelength shifting fibers. At the time of
writing of this paper, final flight hardware modules are in production, and
preparation for integration and testing of the LAT is in full swing. The launch
of GLAST into low earth orbit is on schedule for early 2007.
The LAT is designed to present an effective area of ∼10000 square centimeters
with a field of view covering ∼1/6 of the full sky. The standard mode of
operation will be a continuous scan of the sky. The energy threshold is 20
MeV and gamma ray energies up to 300 GeV can be measured. The angular
resolution for the LAT is significantly better than that of EGRET (factor of at
least a few), as is the energy resolution, especially above 10 GeV. The mission
lifetime is designed for 5 years.
The resulting point source sensitivity (∼3×10−9cm−2s−1) is ∼30 times better
than that of EGRET.
WIMPs are expected to form high density clumps according to N-body simu-
lations of test particles with only gravitational interactions (5; 6). These high
density clumps will enhance WIMP annihilations as the square of the density,
and for a wide range of clump distances/sizes (7) the WIMP annihilation flux
will appear as a gamma ray point source. Of course for very close and/or large
clumps the WIMP annihilation flux can appear as an extended gamma ray
source.
2 GLAST WIMP Signatures
The main gamma-ray signatures for WIMP annihilation are:
• lack of variability
• pi
0 decay energy spectrum (i.e. peak at 67.5 MeV)
• cutoff of energy spectrum, line (i.e. at mass of WIMP)
• inverse Compton scattering of electrons from pi+/− decay
Variability depends upon careful experimental study of instrumental effects so
that one can say with certainty whether a particular point source shows any
evidence of variability or not. The main background removed from the WIMP
annihilation search with this signature are AGNs.
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Search for evidence of the pi0 decay energy spectrum depends upon a careful
experimental measurement of the energy spectrum below ∼100 MeV. This is
formidable for two reasons: 1) poor reconstruction of the electron/positron pair
tracks at low energies, and 2) systematic errors in the point spread function
at low energies combined with systematic errors in the galactic diffuse model.
If the experimental obstacles can be overcome, then the main background
removed from the WIMP annihilation search will be pulsars.
Search for a cutoff in the energy spectrum, or better still, observation of the
suppressed gamma ray ”line” at the mass of the WIMP, requires good energy
resolution at high energy (10’s to 100’s of GeV). Systematic errors due to leak-
age and dead material are the experimental obstacles here and can be studied
with a dedicated calibration beam test of LAT modules on the ground. Cutoff
of the energy spectrum at the mass of the WIMP will contribute to deviation
from power law spectral fits, which are typical of astrophysical sources.
Inverse Compton scattering of electrons from pi+/− decay produces a large
(∼10 deg) extended source of gamma rays (8). The experimental challenges
here are measuring the diffuse emission (9; 10) and understanding what is
expected from galactic diffuse emission mechanisms. Sophisticated models are
available, e.g. the semi-analytic treatment of (11) and the fully numerical
GALPROP model (12; 13), but clearly this is an area in which GLAST should
make a large impact.
3 GLAST WIMP Search Regions
The GLAST WIMP search can be conveniently categorized by source location:
• galactic center
• galactic satellites
• galactic halo
• extra-galactic
The EGRET point source located at the galactic center (14) is a potential
source of WIMP annihilation. If Sgr A* is a counterpart of the the EGRET
point source, then the radio emission has a WIMP annihilation interpretation
as synchrotron emission from the electrons from pi+/− decay (15). Some con-
troversy as to actual location of the EGRET point source exists (16). GLAST
should make a significant impact in this area by improving the point source
location error from 10 arcmin to 30 arcsec. Atmospheric cherenkov telescopes
(ACTs) have searched for gamma ray emission from the galactic center, and
some tantalizing hints have been observed (17). Clearly, improvement in ACT
observations will have a large impact on interpretation of the EGRET point
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Dwarf galaxies are galactic satellites with a known large amount of dark
matter. However, cosmological N-body simulations predict significantly more
clumps of dark matter than can be associated with the known galactic satel-
lites. Thus there could exist a significant number of ”invisible” galactic satel-
lites in the form of large mass (> 107 solar mass) pure dark matter clumps
(18). The possibility for observing WIMP annihilation from dwarf galaxies
such as Draco has been studied (19), as well as from the ”invisible” galac-
tic satellites predicted by N-body simulation (18; 8). A careful study of the
WIMP annihilation signatures outlined above with GLAST should be able to
determine whether some of the unidentified EGRET point sources (20), or new
point sources discovered by GLAST, are the annihilating cores of ”invisible”
galactic satellites (8).
WIMP annihilation in the ”smooth” part of the galactic halo (i.e. the regions
between the galactic center and galactic satellites) can also be observed (21).
Of course, the difficulty here is understanding what one expects in the galactic
diffuse emission due to more ”standard” non-WIMP processes. In general,
clumpiness in galactic halos has the effect of enhancing WIMP annihilation
flux (22).
One exciting possibility is that WIMP annihilation from all extragalactic dark
matter contributes some significant fraction to the extragalactic diffuse emis-
sion (23). Due to the large flux of extragalactic gamma rays observed by
EGRET (10), GLAST may be able to discern spectral features which would
be a ”smoking gun” for WIMP annihilations.
4 Summary
In summary, searches for WIMP annihilation in the gamma ray sky are com-
plementary to the direct detection experiments. Indirect detection of WIMPs
(or stringent limits as the case may be) in the gamma ray sky offers unique in-
formation on the nature of WIMPs, i.e. Dirac or Majorana, WIMP mass. Fur-
thermore, WIMP annihilation gamma rays could potentially provide unique
direct ”imaging” of dark matter substructure in the Milky Way.
The GLAST WIMP search program has a number of potential search regions
ranging from galactic substructure in the Milky Way all the way out to cos-
mological sources. If WIMP annihilation gamma rays are indeed collected by
GLAST, then timing, spectral, and spatial signatures unique to WIMP annihi-
lation are available which can facilitate rejection of other possible astrophysical
sources of gamma rays.
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If GLAST observes a point source with signatures of WIMP annihilation, then
ground based gamma ray telescopes can view the point source and search for
spectral signatures at or just below the mass of the WIMP. The large effective
area of the ground based telescopes at the highest energies make them ideal
for identifying the suppressed ”line” at the mass of the WIMP.
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